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ABSTRACT 
The well-known Berry-Esseen theorem concerning the rate of convergence to a stable law for a 
sum of  independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables is adapted to the case of  a 
compound Poisson process, considered in the collective risk theory. 
As a consequence the rate of  convergence of  the Edgeworth expansion to the compound Poisson 
distribution is examined for all positive values of  the time variable, in both cases where the 
moments of  the claim distribution converge or diverge. 
As a byproduct he results obtained by T. H6glund [1] concerning the sum of  a ftxed number (n) 
of i.i.d, random variables are presented in an alternative manner. 
His theorems concerning the limiting behaviour for n -- - can be transformed slighdy in order 
to make them hold for all n. It is explained how the result on the estimation of  the rate of  con- 
vergence in a limit theorem with a stable law fits with the results obtained by K. I. Satyabaldina 
[2]. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently some important results on the convergence 
of convolutions of distributions in R1 have been 
obtained. Tile interested reader is referred to the 
papers [1-6] as well as to a relevant book dealing with 
normal approximations and asymptotic expansions 
[7]. 
It is a weLl-k.nown fact that for large values of the time 
variable analogous approximations can be deduced 
for the compound Poisson process as in the case of 
the sum of a large (f~.ed) number of independent 
identically distributed (LLd.) random variables. 
Important formal approximation formulae have been 
deduced by Edgeworth [8] for the compound Poisson 
case when the moments of the i.i.d, random variables 
exist (which means that the moments of the claim 
size distribution do exist). These kind of approxima- 
tions are supposed to be asymptotic expansions for 
the compound Poisson distribution and distribution 
density. 
Unfortunately until now nothing is known about he 
rate of convergence of those expansions. Recently the 
type of expansions deduced by Edgeworth ave been 
extended to the case where the moments of the claim 
size distribution diverge [9 and 10]. H. Seal [11]" 
claims that the gamma pproximation is superior to 
the so called normal power method (which is deduced 
from the Edgeworth expansion). Based on some ex- 
amples from which the exact solution is known, T. 
Pentikginen [12] proves that the statement of H. Seal 
is contradicted by a large body of existing numerical 
experience. We believe that the present contribution 
provides ome material for further discussions in this 
context because an analytical upper bound is provided 
for the error of the Edgeworth expansion. 
The plan of the present paper is as follows. In the next 
section a smoothing inequality for compound Poisson 
distributions i  proved. The main advantage of our 
result is explained in the third section where some 
applications are discussed. The last section contains 
some results on the rate of convergence to a stable 
law. Also the connection with results obtained by 
others are given. Another advantage of our result is 
that the constan.ts appearing in the upper bounds of 
the error are readily expressed by means of some 
characteristics of the distribution density describing 
the claim size of one accident. 
(*) M. J. Goovaerts, Instituut voor Actuari61e Wetenschappen, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, 
Dekenstraat 2, B-3000 Leuven, Belgium. 
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2. A SMOOTHING INEQUALITY FOR COMPOUND 
POISSON DISTRIBUTIONS 
The proof of some of the inequalities appearing in the 
next section is mainly based on and certainly inspired 
by a smoothing inequality derived in [5] and which 
is also contained in [8]. The main difficulty in apply- 
ing this smoothing inequality for our present pur- 
poses is caused by the last term in the second member 
24m (see e.g. [8], p. 538). In the of the inequality : 
case of a compound Poissofi distribution the smooth- 
ing inequality can be adapted in the following manner : 
Theorem 1 
Let fX denote a bounded [fx(X) < m for Vx ~ ~+]  
continuous distribution density function on ~+, 
with characteristic function ~0 X. Let further F S 
denote the distribution function of the compound 
Poisson variable 
S = X 1 + X 2 + ... + XN(t) (2.1) 
where the Xi's are i.i.d, according to fx and N(t) is a 
Poisson variable, distributed independently with 
respect o the X-variables. The parameter of the Pois- 
son law is denoted by t. In actuarial applications S 
denotes the total claim, X i the claim per accident and 
N(t 7 the number of claims at time t. 
Let further 
E(X  8)  < - for some 8 e R + (2.2) 
Let 
7 (s) = f + " e isx dG (x) (2.3) 
_oo  
then, for arbitrary values of T, a(t) and b (t 7 the follow- 
ing inequality is obtained : 
_ T ~0 S_a(t) ; (xl- !xl b(,) i 
+1~ 
7r'-T I ~T  
where 
= (1+t)4 [~a(~tt) I T 
D (t'g'T7 et_ l  _t 
IT(s) lds+D(t,g,T) (T> 0 7 (2.4) 
+ 
b(t) ~ 
+ 4m 
T e t-1 - t  
+ e - t ( l+t  7 (2.57 
and where g depends on the distribution density in 
the following manner :
sinS(b-a7 .cos  
g = (b-a) rain xe  [a, b] fix(x) }se~ n, . [ [1 -  2b(~t _a~ ~ 
2b (t) 
(2.6 7 
The constants a and b are choosen such that 
fx (x) > 0 for ~¢x e [a, b] (2.7) 
i oof 
The distribution function of the compound Polsson 
process can be cast into the form : 
FS (x7 = e-t H(x) + e-t 1-~- Fx (X) .  + n=2 ~ e-t tnn! F~n* (x) 
(2.8) 
The First two terms in the r.h.s, are well known, and 
easily calculated and of order 0 (e-t). As usual H de- 
notes the Heaviside step function :
I~ x<O 
H(x 7 = (2.9) 
x~1 
For our further investigations the distribution function : 
e t ~ e-t t n n* 
Fs2(X)=et_ l _ t  n=2 ~.  F X (n) (2.10) 
is relevant. It describes the total claim amount under 
the condition that at least two accidents occur (ex- 
pressed in terms of  the risk process 7.
Hence : 
e t - i - t 
F S(x 7=e- tH(x 7+e -t  tF  x (x  7+ et Fs2(X 7 
(2.11) 
Let us introduce next the two transformed variables : 
Z= S-a(t7 Z2= S2-a(t) (2.12) 
b (t) b (t) 
One clearly obtains the foUowing relationships : 
Fz(X 7 = e -t H[a(t 7 + b (tTx ] + e -t t Fx[a(t 7 + b (t)x] 
• t - 1 - t  
+ e t FZ2 (x) (2.13) 
as we l l  as : 
: att) . att) 
-~b-~e- t  e-t t ftSb(t) s et- l - t~ 
~z(s)=e + 1-T ex(b"~) + et 
(2.14) 
Making use of the well-known inversion formula 
Fz2(x)-G(x)= lira ~ R l_e-iSx R--, .. zTr f-'R is [~z2(S ) -7(s)]ds 
(2.15) 
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where :
~(s) = f+" e isx dG(x) 
- -¢o  
the following inequality can be deduced :
1 T I IFz2(X ) -G(x)l •-~-- _f T ¢pZ2 (s) -7(s) s I ds 
I ! 17(s)lds+~------[ (s)lds 
+¢t-"TI ~T I I~T I~z2 
(2.16) 
We shall examine the last term in the second member 
of (2.16). 
Of course :
-is a(t) 
CZ~(s)=e b(t---)- 1 ' 2 s " t n+2 n s 
e t - l - t  CXtb-~-]n~0 (n+2), ~°X[b~t)] 
(2.17) 
and 
• a(t) u V~X[b" ~]  -is b(t) 1 2 s t 
~X ~ ~ ~ fn du f dv e t)  ¢Z2 = e e t - l - t  ~ 0 
(2.18) 
Consequently the following upper bound for ICz2(S) l 
is obtained : 
2{,)'" ~ I~OX [ b-~t)" 2lot du foU dv e v/'~ c°s b~t) x fx(x,dx 
(2.19) 
But 
rain [1- 2b (t) " 2b (t) ] 
" s ~ IT,**[ s 
2b(t) (b-a) 
(2.20) 
where a and b are choosen such that fx(x) > 0 for 
Vx e [a, b]. Denoting the right hand side of (2.20) by 
means of g, (2.19) canbe cast into the form : 
[~Oz2(S)[ • 1 le t  - -t ~0X [(-g~-~- ] . . s  12 fO fo eV(1 -~)du  dv 
(2.21) 
Hence :
[~z2(S) [ • e t -11 -t" { ~  [et ( l -g ) -  -1] 
[ s [ 2 "b( t )  __ i t  } eX i t ]  1-g (2.22) 
i 
But : 
;._.+" J¢ X[ b (~] [  2 ds • b (t) 4rr m 
Consequently (2.16) is cast into the form : 
1 /'T I ~z2(S)-'Y(s) 
tFz2 (x) -G(x)l • ~ ~V[ 
(2.23) 
ds 
1 f 17(s)lds+ R(t) 4m 
+ ~"T-Isl ~T T (2.24) 
where :
R(t) - 1 { 1 [e t (l-K) -1]- 1--~-t ) b (t) 
e t - l - t  ( l-g) 2 
(2.25) 
The first term in the r.h.s, of (2.24) also satisfies : 
T I~°z2(S)-"/(s) T I ~0z(S)-7(s ) 
fT- s ds• fT- s 
. 
1 + t fT  ~0z(S ) -1  
+ 
et - l - t  J-T s 
ds 
l+t  + 
e t-  1-t 
But : 
l~z(s)-ll • 
ds 
-is a(t) 
C T e b(t) -1 
J -T  s 
ds 
(2..26) 
-i~-~s [ -t+t~xtb-~} ] 
e b(t) -1  'e  
i t+t.x ll I + e • la(t)llsl+ • -1 
bit) 
where 
e - t+t~x[b-~- ] - I  • e b(t) -1 Fs(dx) 
L i 
s ~ i f  ~ • 2 ~ ~ F S (dx) 
and 
fo  xa Fs(dx)= E[(X 1 + X 2 +... + XN(t))al 
= ~ e -t t n 
n=0 n-F'l E[(XI+X2+'"+Xn)~] 
• ÷ . . .  
n=0 nl 
• 1 (2.27) 
m 
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Consequently : 
S ~ I~z(S)- 11 • la ( t ) l  Isl + 2 t E(XS). 
b (t) b (t) 8 
Hence (2.26) can be cast into the form : 
fT_T ~0z2 (s) -')" (s) ] _s  ds • f~  ~z(S)- ~t(S)s 
l+t  
e t -1 - t  
ds 
[~2T2 + 2 tE (XS) -~--T ~ ] 
b (t) 8 
Our theorem 1 provides us with a tool to extend (3.1) 
in two manners : 
i) (3.1) is transformed into an inequality valid for 
allt (> 0). 
The constants appearing in the upper bound of 
the error of the approximation are evaluated on 
the base of some characteristics of the distribu- 
tion density of the claim size. 
ii) (3.1) is transformed in order to deal with the case 
where no moment conditions are imposed, as a 
consequence (3.1) is adapted to the case where 
F (x, t) converges to a stable law as will be shown 
in the next section. 
which completes the proof of theorem 1. 
(2.28) 
Application 1 
Corollary 1 
Under the conditions of theorem 1one obtains for 
large values of the time variable : 
Fz(X ) - G (x) I • -~ f-'T I¢z(s) -7 (s) I I ds 
Isl 
+ t [ I~/(s) l ds + 0 (e -tg) 
gr  Isl'~, T (2.29) 
when a (t) and b (t) are not increasing exponentially. 
Corollary 2 
Under the conditions of theorem 1, and ff in addi- 
tion/~1 = E (X) and/~2 = E (X 2) are fmite the follow- 
ing inequality holds : 
JFs_glt (x)-  G (x)J • L T Jes-/alt (s) -'Y(s) J dSlsl 
g2 t /~2 t 
1 [ I'y(s) I ds + 0 (e - tg )  
+ ~l l l  > T (2.30) 
Under the conditions of theorem 1and if in addition 
a3 ¢ 1 fx(x) = ~ + 0 ,  xr--~-T~ ) (3.3) 
such that/~ = E (X), 02 +/~2 = E (X 2) are Finite (the 
third moment diverges), the following inequality is 
deduced 
2 2+r  a3B 1 F( I+ r 
IFs_t/~ (x)-#(x)l •-TW- ~ ~t  r T) 
4t (~2 + o2) 
+ 1 2 A 1 +2~/2~" [1 -¢(~tx /~+o2k) ]  
,/ o2 
+ D {t, (b-a) min [fx(x)] 
• xe[a,b] 
sin k (b -  a) 
2 
[1-2 max (~,  k (b-a) ) '  k x/(/~2 + 02) t]} 
(3.4) 
C I a3 Idx (3.5) whereA= x 3 fx(x) x3+r 
3. SOME APPLICATIONS 
The general form of an Edgeworth expansion of the 
following type [8] in the case of a compound Poisson 
distribution : 
r 
F(x,t) - N(x)-n (X)k=~ 3 t Rk(X ) = 0(t ) 
(3.1) 
for t -- - uniformly in x if 
lira sup I¢ (s) l < 1 (3.2) 
Isl --~ oo 
holds and the moments #3 ..... #r exist. 
B -- p (r)[ '  (1 - T)_ (3.6) 
P(3+ r) 
and k denotes the real root of 
I Ak. (3.7) 1_4 (/~2+0 2 )=a3Bk r +6_  
The fact that F s_ t// (x) t ~"oo ¢ (x) is of course a 
x/t(//2 + o2) 
classical result. However the inequality (3.4), holding 
for every t > 0 and the present expression for the r.h.s. 
is original. 
In the present case ~0 s(s) can be cast into the form : 
- t+t [ l+  isE (X) + ~E(X2) ]  + tR(s) 
~Ps(S) =e 
(3.8) 
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where 
g(s) = fO [eisx 1 isx (isx) 2 - 1! .... 2 ! ] fx(X) dx 
(3.9) 
Performing some rearrangements of terms one obtains : 
1 2 x 2) dx tR(s)[ •a 3 f0 (eisx-l-isx + -Ts 
_ a3 + [ fo (e iSx - l - i sx+ l s2x2) [ fx (x  ) x-x-x-x-x-x-x-~] d  
(3.10) 
But the integral appearing as a coefficient of a 3 can 
be evaluated and expressed under closed form. The 
second term in the'r.h.s, of the inequality can also 
be transformed in an obvious way by making use of 
an inequal.i.'ty for the remainder in the Taylor develop- 
ment of e Ix. 
One obtains :
l¢)~s) - 1 -is/a + _1_ s 2 (o 2 +/~2)[ 
2 
• a3 ls12+ ~" B + ~ls l  3 A (3.11) 
where A and B are defined as above. Making use of 
the well known inequality : 
[e x -  1[ • elXllx[ (3.12) 
one still abtains : s 2 
]¢z(S)-7(s)l • e 4 [a B 
3 Jtr 
1 x/# z+oz'isl 3 A ] - -  3 '  
+ 6 ~ t 
(3.13) 
valid for V [ s[ • T 
where T = x/~-t ~ k when k is the real root of 
1 a3 B k r 1 A ~ (3.14) 
T = o2+gt2 +'~-  a2+/.t2 
Hence an elementary calculation yields : 
1 fTl~z(S)-3'(s) I ~- -T s ds 
+ 
22+r a3B 1 1" (1 + -~-) 
u x/o2+ gt22+ r t~ 
1 2 A 1 
G 3 ~ ~t  (3.15) 
Of course 
s 2 
2 
f I ( )lds•2 f'e as 
Isl ~ T kx/t(gt 2+ 02 ) 
• 2x~[1-¢  (x/~-t jgt2 + 0 2 k)] (3.16) 
It is also elementary to show that for the present 
choice of T and b (t) : 
f sin s(b-a) s(a + b) ] • COS ' 
min 1 - 2b (t) 2b(t) 
s~[T,®[ s(b-a) 
2b (t) 
~, 1 - max  
2 
D - -  
7r  • 
sin k_ (b-a) 
2 
2-~b - a) (3.17) 
which completes the proof of the first application. 
Application 2 
Under the conditions of theorem 1and if in addition 
~ i=E(X i )<-  for i=1 ,2 ,3 ,4  
the following inequality can be deduced : 
Fs_t#l  /z3 1 1 d3 ~(x) 
x/t/a2 (x)-*(x) + 3! t ~ ~  dx3 
2 
• 1 1 (1 /~4 __1_/~3 ) I 
1 15 /~3/L4 1 
"6 
1152 3 
s 2 
1 1 " 2 /a 3 + __  .2.f  c (1+~i 
" k 2t k ,c 2 , 
s 3 1 ) ds 
' D I t '  (b-a) x e [a,b]min fx(x) [1 - max ( 2 , 
sin k (b -a) / 2 )] 
k (b-a)/2 J 
4t (/~2 + 02) k}  (3.18) 
where k is the real positive root of the equation. 
6 = k 2 ia 4 (3.19) 
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The main field of application of our result consists in 
deriving an Edgeworth type of expansion i  case the 
moments of the claim size distribution diverge as will 
be illustrated in the following application. 
Application 3
Under the conditions of theorem 1 and if in addition 
fx(x ) - a3 xr+ 3 ÷ 0 ( ) (3.20) 
such that gt 1 = E (X) and/a 2 = E(X 2) are finite, the 
following inequality isdeduced 
FS_t/al (x) -,¢ (x) - aB 1 
x 2 
4 
Dr+ 2 (- x) 
a2B 2 r (2 + r) < 1 1 A 1 + _ _  
x/z~- 12 gx]~-23 x~ t 2~r tr 2+r  "2 
s 2 
- 2 s t+ 2 
+ 1 2 f e ( I  + aB __  ) ds 
k,/ 2t 2 
+ last term in the r.h.s, of (3.4) (3.21) 
where D~/(. ) is the usual notation of the parabolic 
cylinder function. A and B are given by (3.5) and (3.6); 
k satisfies the equation (3.7). 
Of course it is possible to deduce Edgeworth expan- 
sions containing more correction terms even in case 
no -moment conditions are imposed, e.g., by making 
use of the following relation 
a3 (is) k+ l  xk+l [fx(x) - 
Rk+l(S) = Rk(s) (k + 1) ! xr+ 3 
%+1 ] dx-  ak+2~*'[eisx- 1 isx 
xk+r+l  1! 
(isx) k+l  ] dx 
(k+l)  ! x r+k+2 
where : 
(3.22) 
p (s) = [e isX - 1 - . . . . .  . ] 
a3 ak + 1 
"[fx(x) x3+r  yk+r+l  ]dx  (3.23) 
in case fx(x) admits a for hrge values of x convergent 
or asymptotic expansion of the form : 
a 2 a 4 
fx(x)-'- a3+-r--- + 4+----~ + . . . .  (3.24) 
a 
Formal expansions have been obtained in re£ [9] and 
[10], in which new error bounds have been obtained. 
4. THE RATE OF CONVERGENCE TO A STABLE 
LAW 
In the present section we consider acompound Pois- 
son process, which for large values of the time variable, 
converges to a stable law. We shall consider first the 
case of infinite variance. We limit ourselves to the case 
where the density function of the claim size has the 
following behaviour for large values of the variable 
a2 fx (x )=~+O ( O<r< 1 (4.1) 
Of course several generalizations are possible in case 
an expansion of the type (3.24) is assumed starting 
with the leading term in the r.h.s, of (4.1). 
As has been studied already in a formal manner in 
ref. [10] one has to consider : 
S - tE (x )  Z= 
1 
1+~" 
[a 2 r (r )  r (1 -¢ )  t] 
F (2 + r) (4.2) 
We formulate the following without proof : 
Application 4
In case (4.1) holds and under the conditions of theo- 
rem 1 the following inequality can be proved. 
~Z(X) -G 1 + ¢(x) t 
1 D 2 1 
(aC) 1 + r 1- r  2 
t l+r  _~_ cos ~__ (1+ r) l l  + r 
-s l+r lcos n ( l+r) l  
"* T ds + 2 f e 
1 1 
l rk t  l+r  kt l+r  
+ D [t, (b - a) rain fix(X) } 
x~ [a,b] 
$ 
I+T 
, k t  ] 
(4.3) 
where now k denotes the positive real root of the 
equation 
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1 
Ir ( l+r ) l  (aC) l+r 
k I - r  = ]cos -~-- D 
and 
I" (r) P (1 - r) 
C= 
r (2 + r) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
fj a I dx (4.6) D = x 2 I f  x (x )  - x r + 2 
and where G 1 + r (x) denotes the distribution func- 
tion of a stable law with characteristic function 
exp [(-is) 1 + r].  Of course as in the previous ection 
one could also examine the convergence to
G 1 + r(x) + correction terms. 
Because analogous results can be obtained based on 
similar proofs we shall not repeat hem in this-section. 
Let us still remark that 8 appearing in theorem 1 can 
be choosen 8 = 1. 
Let us nextconsider the convergence to a stable law 
with characteristic function exp [ - ( - is)r] .  
For that purpose we consider a density function 
such that 
fx (x ) -  x l+r+0(  ) 0< r< 1 
for large values of x. 
The transformed variable Z now reads :
(4.7) 
Z= 
[al 
1 
P(r )  P (1 - r )  t] r 
P( I+ r) 
(4.8) 
Application 5 
Under the conditions of theorem i and if in addition 
fx(x) admits a representation f the kind (4.7) the 
following inequality can be deduced : 
IFz(x ) - Gr (x)[ 
*g ( l+r )  1 D" 1 1 P .---7---- / 
rr (ac , ) l  1-r  1_ 
t r (1  it r) r 
CO$ ~-  
+ - -  
ff 
-s r cos -~- r ds 
1 
~rkt r kt r 
+ D{t , (b -a )  rain (fx(x)} 
x~ [a,b] 
[ 1 sin k (b -a )  I 1 
aC" ,8 t 7 ] [ 1 -2max 31r ' TTk (b -a )  
aC" 
where now k is the real root of 
_1 
k l - r _  I Cos 7r ~C ' ) r  
- -~-  ~- ' r  D'- 
and 
c '= i" (r) p (1 - r) 
P (1 +r) 
io al D'= x i fx(X) x~"~ I dx 
and where Gr(x ) denotes the stable distribution cor- 
responding to the characteristic function e- (- i s) r 
Of course as in the previous ection one could also 
examine the convergence to
Gr(x ) + correction terms. 
Let us still remark that in the present case 5 can be 
choosen to be ~ - r 
2 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
The well known Berry-Esseen theorem is adapted to 
the case of a random number of random variables, 
more especially to the case of a compound Poisson 
process. Usually normal approximations and asymp- 
totic expansions of distributions are dealt with sepa- 
rately in the discrete and in the continuous case. This 
fact presents a difficulty in treating the compound 
Poisson process as can be seen from (2.8). Indeed 
Fs(X ) is a combination of a Heaviside step function 
and a distribution which can be derived from a density 
function. An inequality, inspired by the Berry:Esseen 
theorem, for F S -a(t) (x) - G (x) is given. The inequality 
b(t) 
seems to be very skiiful in deriving upper bounds for 
errors in approximating compound Poisson distributions 
by means of stable laws, amended by some correction 
terms. Upper bounds for the errors of some Edgeworth 
expansions are examined for all values of the time 
variable. 
Of course analogous results can be obtained in examin- 
ing the convergence of the sum of a B.xed number of 
random variables in case (3.2) holds. The existing 
theorems on the limit behaviour of random sums of 
random variables and more especially on the rate of 
convergence are very scarce. They deal only with the 
normal approximation [13] and they are only consider- 
ing the limiting behaviour. They are not concerned 
with the treatment of correction terms. Although no- 
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moment condit ions are imposed in ref. [1] and [2] 
(for a fixed number  n of terms in the sum) the results 
of those papers are giving only bounds for the error 
in the limit for n -- - .  No direct conclusions can be 
drawn in case n remains finite. For different applica- 
tions however it is important to know error bounds 
for large but finite n. Perhaps the most important  
paper is the second one [6] of K. Satyabaldina, whose 
results are valid for all n, however the upper bounds 
of the error of  the approximation are less accurate 
than ours and in some cases they are restricted to the 
case of a stable limit distribution with main parameter 
a satisfying I < a g 2. Also the results of  the above 
mentioned author do not include information con- 
cerning correction terms. 
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